Now, why not take a quick peek at the
Creation to Christ Teacher’s Guide?!?
A

Stories of ancient civilizations are woven in and out of a
narrative of the Hebrew people to provide a deeper look at
the time period from Creation to Christ. Independent follow-up
assignments include choice of copywork, research skills,
timeline entries, and written narration practice.
Three days per unit are devoted to an interesting, hands-on

B project that helps bring the history stories to life. Projects are

A daily meeting time led by the parent is spent reading,

F discussing, and focusing on The Geography of the Bible Lands and
The Radical Book for Kids: Exploring the Roots and Shoots of Faith.

G

scheduled to be completed in short segments.

Grammar lessons are planned using Rod and Staff English:
Level 4 or 5. Studied dictation is scheduled 3 days each unit
to practice spelling skills. Drawn into the Heart of Reading
provides 3 days of literature study. Two days in each unit
focus on writing with Write with the Best Vol I.
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Additional resources that coordinate with the history study
such as audio presentations, copywork of quotes, notebook

C entries, sketching, and completing a prophecy chart round out

Vocabulary words, an experiment, a notebook entry,
questions to answer (including Biblical application), and oral
H narration practice coordinate with the daily independent
science readings.

Three read-aloud options (History Interest, Boy Interest, or Girl
Interest) give you the freedom to customize the read-alouds
D to meet your needs. Activities include Biblical connections to
Proverbs; and detailed, summary, and creative narrations.

I

the Independent History Study part of the plans.

E

Daily, students read a story from the Bible that corresponds with
the history study, highlight a key verse and pray it, learn the
parts of prayer, and memorize part of Philippians 2 with music.

HELP: www.heartofdakota.com/board

Students will enjoy the poetry of Robert Frost and learning
about his life as they read, paint, connect, share, and recite his
classic poems.
Daily math lessons are scheduled in the Appendix for
Singapore Math 4A/4B and 5A/5B. For those transferring from

J another math program, the schedule for Math 3A/3B is also
provided in the Appendix if needed.

ORDERS: www.heartofdakota.com

PHONE: (605) 428-4068

